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clogged that space, obscuring the unkempt bed and dusty
ficus plants while itinerant residents came and went: some
staying weeks, some just a few hours. 

Initially, the gallery endeavored to represent a culture
worth apprehending retrospectively. It did so with brilliant,
rejuvenating shows of works by Bud Browne, John Severson,
and John van Hammersveld. A decade later it seems
unfathomable that LeRoy Grannis, whose pictures are held
in collections worldwide and artfully document the genesis
of a sport and its culture, had not yet been shown in a
proper gallery setting.  

From there, word of the venue spread and Will was
swiftly besieged with submissions bleak, brilliant, and in-
between. In what could be seen as a moment of prescience,
Will invited young musicians to gig the openings. This
pluralistic departure from the turgid art-world scene would
eventually blueprint a series of multi-media projects that
Will would help curate and oversee while running the
gallery. Domestic and internationally traveling film/concert/
exhibition festivals like The Happening, The Greenroom,
and the Moonshine Festivals were all born in the Surf Gallery
and helped find audiences for the growing roster of visual
artists as well as budding cinematographers and musicians. 

In Laguna, the exhibitions multiplied as more and
more people showed up to the openings, eventually
crowding out the random Canyon lurkers who’d scarf the
free sushi and guzzle all the wine. Future style gurus Alex
Knost and Robin Kegel, then just lanky blond grems shuffled
in and out on skateboards, horking beers and knocking
paintings off the walls. There’s a photo of a random, wasted,
naked dude dancing in the space flanked by paintings.
A portly, middle-aged mama with a golf visor, sweating,
clings to him in deep, shuddering bliss. But despite the
rowdy openings, the gallery’s program was focused, while
robust and ambitious, attracting artists from Japan, England,
and Australia to hang alongside San Franciscan streetsters
and Angeleño painters. 

In its nine-year run, the Surf Gallery helped showcase
a vibrant culture at its most vital. It paid respect to the
genesis of the sport of surfing and its first documentarians
while fostering an ardent relationship with the emerging
voices of the surfing community at large. It did so by
celebrating the songs and stories and the pictures that go
with them: the yarns spun from the sea. On the occasion
of what would have been SG’s tenth anniversary, we offer
this look at the accumulated zeitgeist.
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I
t’s been said that the job of the
artist, and by extension the job of
the gallerist, is to hold a mirror to
society. For a people to know itself
and take stock of its own condition,

its culture must manifest a collective self-portrait and
display it.

A clean well-lighted space. Simple as that. A
Hemingway title pinched by savant art critic Dave Hickey
for his early run as gallerist—and the very DNA of any
self-respecting art haus.   

The story of the Surf Gallery as a realized exhibition
space is one based on collective output. But at the core of
the matter dwells the arbiter. The gallerist. The one who
decides which shows go up and which shows do not. For
the Surf Gallery, that arbiter was Will Pennartz.

Pennartz, grew up “kinda just outside New York and
kinda just outside Philly,” in a place called New Jersey. When
groundswell manifests there, the beaches look a lot like
Oxnard or even Hossegor, but odds are it’s a shit-ton
colder. You’ll need a thick wetsuit, and under that, thick
skin. Will got the bug and committed to the Theatre of
Pain all Right Coast surfers perform in repertory.

In the late ’90s, Will left Syracuse University
brimming with ambition, confidence, and a degree in
journalism. Combined, these catapulted him to the very
bottom rung of California surf publishing. Editorial intern.
Surfing’s popularity was rising with the tidal sway of the
Momemtum generation whose charismatic and powerful
presence was wreaking havoc in the competitive ranks and
somehow, counter-intuitively, delivering a new specimen
to the marketers: drop-out free surfers. An awareness of
surfing’s broader impact and tradition was being ushered
into the popular conscience. Pennartz galvanized.

Driving through crunchy old Laguna Beach one
evening, passing myriad, illuminated gallery storefronts,
each packed with pictures of garish sunsets, mermaids
and breaching whales, Pennartz heard a siren call from
Thalia Street.

What would come over the course of the next nine
years is hard to explain succinctly. The Surf Gallery came
to life as a clean well-lighted space with a tiny door at the
back. On the other side of that little door, was a leaning,
airless, and dank studio apartment with a wallet-sized
bathroom. Next to the bathroom, a fridge hummed and
creaked while keeping artist beers cold. Paintings quickly
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I’ll be your mirror 

Reflect what you are,
In case you don’t know.

—Lou Reed

Swan song: Pennartz hangs a wall of the retrospective in the quiet, pre-opening hours.  
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Art Brewer
David Carson
LeRoy Grannis
Bud Browne
Koji Toyoda

Wolfgang Bloch
Andy Davis
David Lloyd
Ned Evans

Andrew Holder
Peter Webb
Tom Servais
Jeff Divine

� Julie Goldstein
Jeff Canham
Alex Koops

Herbie Fletcher
Alex Knost

Yusuke Hanai
� Scott Richards

Randy Noborikawa
Harry Daily
Patrick Trefz

Pat Tobin
Bill Ogden
Tom Blake
Ron Stoner

Steve Sherman
Steven Chew
Eric Nelson

� Kevin Short
Larry “Flame” Moore

Barry McGee
Geoff McFetridge
Mike Salsbury
Margaret Kilgallen
John Severson �
Joe Curren
Wade Koniakowsky
Drew Brophy
Tyler Warren �
George Greenough
Albe Falzon
Aaron Lloyd
Steve Valiere
Scott Soens
Vincenzo Ganadu
Joe Severson
Kerne Erickson
Rick Griffin
Mike Doyle
Ben Brough
Esteban Bojorquez
Andrew Kidman
Mark Gonzales
John Van Hamersveld
Chris Burkhard
Michael Halsband
Rob Gilley
Matt Allen
Charles Adler
Alex Weinstein �
Thomas Campbell �

ArtistsAn eight-pack of representative works from the nine-year life cycle of the Surf Gallery. Will has since
moved on to event production and marketing, where he stays connected to the scene he helped foment.
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Performers
The Growlers
G Love and 
Special Sauce
Mattson 2
Ray Barbee
Money Mark
The White Buffalo
Jack Johnson
James Mercer
Matt Costa
Xavier Rudd
Rogue Wave
Neal Halstead
Andrew Kidman
Tommy Guerrrero
Zee Avi
Donavan Frankenreiter

Canvas City: Partying, profiling, flossing, and posing—SG openings
were an après-surf slam dunk for tribesmen on patrol. Platters of
sushi, boxes of wine, and a solid lineup of musical guests kept
things bumping.  
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